Soph Yoke Ball Draws Crow to River Oaks

Unusually Early Start Marks Fifth Annual Rice-Oxocene Rectangular Die for Entertainment
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65 TODAY, ERNIE HJERTBERG KNOWN AS THE OLD WARHORSE IN NEW YORK

Today Rice Pays Him Tribute as He Prepares For Greater Triumphs

Refer to preceding page. (Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

As the final page of the preceding story was completed, the clock struck 9:40, and when the time had passed, the room was filled with a visible electricity. Ernie, who has developed track athletics to an extent never before dreamed of by its enthusiasts, was present, along with his colleagues from Rice, and made a lasting impression on the Rice student body in their Human Relations. Entering the high school, we were met with a variety of games and activities, including a handshake of 179 yards in a two-mile race. After his clear and the floor was filled with electricity. Ernie, who has developed track athletics to an extent never before dreamed of by its enthusiasts, was present, along with his colleagues from Rice, and made a lasting impression on the Rice student body in their Human Relations. Entering the high school, we were met with a variety of games and activities, including a handshake of 179 yards in a two-mile race.

Today Rice Pays Him Tribute as He Prepares For Greater Triumphs

Refer to preceding page. (Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
Sleepy German Town Scene of Freund's Birth

By DUKE HEBLEY

In Germany, the Sleepy German Town of Freund's Birth, the year was 1925. Mrs. Freund had been born on this day, and her family had been living there for generations. She was the daughter of a well-known family in the town, and her father was a respected teacher at the local school. Mrs. Freund had attended the school herself and had gone on to become a successful teacher in the area, known for her kindness and generosity. She was a source of pride for the town, and her contributions to the community were recognized and celebrated.

Second Annual Poetry Festival At N'Western

Will Endure To Cultivate an Appreciation of the Power of Spoken Verse and to Encourage a Love of Good Poetry, the School of Speech of Northwestern University is sponsoring in observance of the Annual National Poetry Reading Festival. The festival is to be held at Northwestern University on Thursday, March 8, 1932. Those who wish to participate are asked to send their poems to the School of Speech, Northwestern University, by March 1st. Upon receipt of the application, poems will be sent to a selection committee, which will make the final decisions on which poems will be accepted.

Some of the poems that will be featured include:

- A gentle lullaby, "Mama's Lullaby," by Mildred O'Leary
- A humorous poem, "How to Write a Poem," by Pauline Meyer

The event will also feature readings by various students and faculty members, as well as a panel discussion on the importance of poetry in our lives.

LISTEN, Mr. Editor!

To the Editor of The Thresher

In response to the letter of the Thresher editor, Mr. Hannon, which was published in The Thresher of January 15, we would like to express our concerns and objections.

Mr. Hannon's letter raised several points, including the idea that the Thresher should focus more on the arts and culture, and that the paper should be more experimental and innovative. While we agree that these are important aspects of a college newspaper, we believe that the Thresher should also remain committed to its traditional values and standards.

We are concerned about the increasing number of errors and lapses in judgment that have been occurring in recent issues. We have noticed, for example, that the paper has been publishing articles that are factually incorrect, and that it has been giving undue attention to controversial and divisive issues.

We urge the Thresher editor to consider these concerns and to take steps to improve the quality and integrity of the paper.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Seminar Talks To Be Chosen By New Method

A change in the method of selection of subjects for seminar in English is in effect for the spring term. Proposals for the full term are selected and evaluated by the sponsoring engineering department and are then reviewed by three approved faculty members on which he is willing to talk. The instructor in charge of the seminar then selects any one of these for delivery.

While this seminar is a regular class, the students are selecting the subject on which they are interested. Underclass engineers especially should attend this class in order to get a few on some of their future work. Talks are sufficiently general and non-technical that anyone should be able to understand them.

Contrary to the opinion expressed a few weeks ago by a Rice student, The Mechanical laboratory is not intended to be a rough, unclean, dangerous per-sona., or by organs, persons, or other experimental or sympathetic happenings. It is quite safe for any college student who is willing to talk.

80 Students

The Admissions Committee has placed the books on sale at the campus, and a few copies remain. The management of the coop is handling sales of the books at a profit. A few copies remain. The management of the coop is handling sales of the books at a profit.

Junior Class Approves Cut In Year’s Dues

Class dues will be 45 instead of 50, including a $2.00 fund for the present year, and the next, it was decided at a junior meeting Monday. Dues after February exams, are in the surplus.

The price, however, will be held March 1. The sessions and location have not been decided.

Alumni Names America's, Don't

President R. N. Abbott, the Pres-ident representative, appointed the Portfolio Committee and George Deak in rotation, to see that any student was at the regular meeting of the club last Thursday evening.

F. F. Cullison and H. C. Nielson were made responsible for the annual bid for the prom, which will be held at Cullison’s home January 30 at 9. Prof. George Deak in rotation, to see that any student was at the regular meeting of the club last Thursday evening.

The management of the coop is handling sales of the books at a profit. A few copies remain. The management of the coop is handling sales of the books at a profit.

Dr. Scott Guest

Speaker Before Tennis Club

Ja. Beth Griffin advances in Ladder Tournament by Winning Over Miss Boyd 6-4 and 8-6. Miss Boyd has been placed on sale in the co-op, and a few copies remain. The management of the coop is handling sales of the books at a profit.

The Gables, Inc.

"Every Service you expect of a good Drug Store"

Texas Photo Supply Company

Four Hour Kodak Finishing, Copying and Enlarging

At the sign

"ONE'S A MEAL"

SALE On FOUNTAIN PENS

Prices on all Parker and Conklin Fountain Pens will be reduced 20% until the exams.

The Co-op

Maid of Honor to Houston Duchers

Over Ina Boyd 6-4 And 8-6

Tsanoff--(Continued from Page 1)

Jack Galusha of Denver in speaking on a master's degree in English, expects to fulfill the requirements at the Minnesota Institute of Higher Education.

K. W. H. Shurley of Rice, Texas, A. and M., and in the next, it was decided at a junior meeting Monday. Dues after February exams, are in the surplus.

The price, however, will be held March 1. The sessions and location have not been decided.

Alumni Names America's, Don't

President R. N. Abbott, the Pres-ident representative, appointed the Portfolio Committee and George Deak in rotation, to see that any student was at the regular meeting of the club last Thursday evening.

F. F. Cullison and H. C. Nielson were made responsible for the annual bid for the prom, which will be held at Cullison’s home January 30 at 9. Prof. George Deak in rotation, to see that any student was at the regular meeting of the club last Thursday evening.
LITTLE JOE . . .

BY JOE ARTHUR KOCUREK
Theater Sport Editor

Competitive Coaches

We wish to extend our warmest congratulations to Coach Hjertberg, track coach of the Rice Owls, who passed his sixty-fifth birthday. Coach Hjertberg is one of the greatest boy's track coaches in the Southwest and is also one of the greats of the Owls, who passes his sixty-fifth milestone from his best miler to some unknown truck coach of the Rice University football team. Coach Hjertberg, besides coaching, practices what he always... the job. One of the first to arrive at the track, he started... the Owls...
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From September until June, he always arrived at the track before the Owls. He is the Owls' athletic director, and his presence is invaluable in the overall development of the Owls. In the field of running, he has a unique knowledge of technique and training. A great athlete himself, he has won many races in his time. He is also a great pupil of Hjertberg, and... the Owls... He is a great developer of young talent and is...... the Owls. He is the Owls' athletic director, and his presence is invaluable in the overall development of the Owls. In the field of running, he has a unique knowledge of technique and training. A great athlete himself, he has won many races in his time. He is also a great pupil of Hjertberg, and... the Owls... He is a great developer of young talent and is...